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The SCX Reese’s COT driven by Kevin Harvick is ready for racing on your super 
speedway. Kevin Harvick drives for Richard Childress racing and now the Car of Today in 
stunning bright orange and yellow is here to win races for you.

The Reese’s decoration has proven to be a popular scheme for the 2008 limited edition 
release and this new decoration will surely win the hearts of racers and collectors alike.

The body is not only a faithful representation of the real car but it is a durable slot car for 
the young slot racer. Interior chassis features insure that the motor and all internal parts 
are kept in place so that even in heavy racing action you will be able to drive this car as 
hard as Kevin would.

All the new Nascar COT's feature front "stub" axles which are free rolling and allow very 
easy installation of the digital chip within a few minutes. 

The power of the RX-42 is delivered to the track by sticky and wide Goodyear Eagle tires 
and the adjustable magnet give you the stability while you bump draft with your opponent. 
And if you do come off the track the guide will spring back in the correct direction quickly 
so you can continue on with the race and lose as few laps as possible. 

In the last 2 years Harvick has finished in the top 10 in series points and is solidly in 
contention for the Race for the Chase this year as well. Harvick is already showing is 
driving ability with a second place finish in the Daytona 500 in 2009. In 2001 Harvick 
competed in 35 races after taking over as driver after the death of legendary driver Dale 
Earnhardt. He started winning quickly with a victory his only his third start at Atlanta Motor 
Speedway.
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